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Q:  How can Intel SGX be used to enhance security of smart

      contracts on Hyperledger Fabric?
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Smart contracts are not immune to vulnerabilities and
can have security issues resulting in privacy and data
compromise.

As a potential solution, TEEs can be used to run smart
contract chaincode in a secure container.

Motivation: Existing research makes too few attempts
to develop smart contracts leveraging TEEs

Intel SGX has several advantages for smart contract

execution and can encrypt the result to client.

However, there is tradeoff between security and

implementation complexity for developer.

SGX can also provide a solution for risks pertaining to

transaction flow in Hyperledger Fabric.
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How to apply SGX to execution of an e-voting prototype?

What is present literature on Fabric smart contract

security?

How effective is SGX as TEE solution for smart contracts?

The prototype makes use of a Fabric test network containing a

client, two peers and an ordering service.

The smart contract allows to open/close elections, submit encrypted votes for candidates and evaluates the election winner, i.e. candidate

with most votes.

Each peer is equipped with an enclave where the chaincode resides

and produces an endorsement with the execution result.

6 Conclusion

Data in enclave cannot be tampered with and remains private.

Peers can only see the blockchain state up to what is made public.

A malicious peer can still influence the order in which transactions

are run to break confidentiality.

Future scope of work can include comparing overhead to that of an

unprotected environment.
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